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Tips For Parents On Getting Along With Their Adult Children

They're Not Kids Anymore: Getting Along With Your Adult Children
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It can be a tricky balance between wanting to help your adult children and respecting their
independence.
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Your oldest daughter needs to lose 30 pounds. Your
son is in debt up to his ears. Your youngest
daughter's children are out of control. Whenever
you offer advice, they get mad.
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Your kids may be over 30 now, but the parent-child
relationship continues to reverberate. And it can be
a tricky balance between wanting to help them and respecting their
independence as adults.
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Conflicts between parents and adult children can be especially intense
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because the emotions run deep. Tensions may surround:
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Values and beliefs. Friction can arise between parents and children with
differing views on how to spend money, raise children, handle marriage or practice religion. Both may feel
frustrated, hurt or angry if they do not feel accepted.
Expectations. Parents may be disappointed in their kids' choice of a career or mate, or that they've become
more distant. Children may resent that parents don't help them out with money or take a more active role in
grandparenting.
New demands. Adult children may not want to play a caregiver role when a parent becomes ill. Parents may
be hurt that a child has less time to give them due to the demands of his or her own work and family life.
Not letting go. Suggestions from the parent may feel controlling to the child. Or the adult child may be the
hanger-on who is making unfair demands on parents.
Can't we all just get along?
Some children avoid stress with parents by not visiting or calling as often. Others may cut off the relationship
entirely. Chances are that both the parents and the children feel hurt when this happens.

Treating Major Depression (03:16)
Major depression is more than just suffering from a
bad mood. It can affect just about everything you
do, from how you sleep at night to how well you
perform your job. Learn how you can feel better...

Parents should not feel they have to make amends with a child who has been abusive to them. But realize that
your "just trying to help" can trigger resentment in grownup children who have their own ways of doing things.
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Here are some general guidelines for getting along with your adult kids:
z

Recognize they are adults. They should be making their own decisions and learning from their
own mistakes. Instead of telling them what to do, listen, be supportive and respect their choices.
Tell them you're proud of them.

z

Let go. That means no criticisms about their spouse, their lifestyle, their parenting or how they
dress. Be available if they want your advice, but remember it's their life.

z

Don't play the guilt card. Making your children feel badly about your loneliness or poor health can

z

Listen and be open. Try to understand your child's viewpoint if he or she is angry. Say "I'm sorry"
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overwhelm them - and keep them away.
if you are about something. But also share how your child's behavior has been painful for you.
If your child is struggling
Some older parents have an adult child who still looks to them for help. Their child may be jobless, addicted to
drugs or just self-centered. They may keep coming back to ask for money, a place to stay or other type of
help. This can be very hard for parents, especially if the child is manipulative.
If you have a child like this, you may feel like you have failed as a parent. But even if you did make mistakes,
your 40-year-old is now responsible for his own life. And, you may need to protect your emotional well-being
and your bank account by setting limits.
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It's OK to give children some financial help, but only do what you can do comfortably. Bailing them out all the
time may keep them from making the changes they need to be self-sufficient.
If you're feeling a lot of stress and anxiety about the situation, talk to a therapist on your own or with your child.
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